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TYPOLOGICAL  NOTES  ON  COPULA

Kazama Shinjiro

this paper is a cross-linguistic research on copula constructions in diverse languages, focusing 
on their forms and their correlation to the typological characteristics of the languages examined. 
I will show that what characterizes copula constructions is their exocentric nature, as opposed 
to endocentric nature found in the modifier-modified relationship (as in noun phrases).
It  is useful here to give a definition of the copula construction. A copula construction  is a 
construction in which the predicate is a noun or nominal phrase in general. thus, the copula 
construction in my definition here equals to a nominal predicate construction. A construction 
may be a copula construction without respect to whether it contains a copula word, even though 
this way of defining a copula construction has its problems, which will be noted in sections below.
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2. Notes on previous works

2.1.  Previous works on copula 
constructions

among many works on copula constructions 
and nominal predicate constructions, i only focus 
on three which deal with typologically various 
types of 2 Shinjiro Kazama, Typological notes 
on copula constructions languages: hegeveld 
(1992), Pustet (2003), and nishiyama (2003)�

1. Introduction

hegeveld (1992) examines 37 languages 
which are genetically and geographically 
not homogeneous, focusing on non-verbal 
predications (including existentials) found in 
these languages�

The definition of the copula is, according to 
hengeveld, an element which is ‘semantically 
empty’� hence, the words like become and 
remain constitute a subclass of copula, while 
the words like seem do not� hengeveld also 
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examines the historical development of copula 
words and their grammaticalisation processes�

Pustet (2003) is another cross-linguistic 
survey of copula constructions� Pustet (2003: 
5) follows hengeveld (1992: 32) in defining 
the copula, i� e�, as the auxiliary word without 
semantic content� he examined more than 
160 languages, focusing on the relationships 
between the word class and lexical meaning of 
the predicate on the one hand and occurrence 
of the copula on the other� Pustet suggests a 
hierarchy based on which the relationship 
between the word class of the predicate and 
occurrence of a copula is explained: some 
languages (such as Tagalog) do not require 
a copula without respect to whether the 
predicate is a verb or a noun or a word of any 
other word class, while others (like bambara) 
employ a copula for verbal as well as nominal 
predicates� With respect to the relationship 
between the lexical meaning of the predicate 
and occurrence of the copula, Pustet suggests 
four semantic features, i� e� dynamicity, 
transience, transitivity, and dependency, and 
examines presence or absence of the copula in 
these types of predicates� he also claims that the 
historical sources of copulas are typically verbs 
and pronouns�

nishiyama (2003) focuses on the semantics 
of copulas� in classifying copula constructions, 
he pays special attention to the referentiality of 
a noun phrase and the saturability of the head 
noun� according to his typology, the Japanese 
copula construction a wa b da ‘a is b’ (nb: 
a is marked by topic wa) is classified into 
five semantic types1: predicational 
sentence, inverted specificational sentence, 
inverted identifying sentence, inverted identity 
statement, and definitional sentence� on the 
other hand, another copula construction a ga 
b da ‘a is b ’ (nb: a is marked by nominative 
ga) is classified into four semantic types: 
specificational sentence, identifying sentence, 
identity statement, and presentational sentence�

Frajzyngier et al� (2002) is an important 
contribution to the literature of the copula 
construction, and presents problematic 

assumptions which will be discussed further in 
this paper� Focusing on modifying function 
(e� g� the man’s dog) and predicative function 
(e� g� this is a dog), they examine which of 
these functions is coded as juxtaposition of 
two noun phrases in different languages� 
Their hypothesis is that, since employing the 
juxtaposition strategy in both functions would 
result in ambiguity, a language must employ 
the juxtaposition strategy for only one of 
the two functions� They first examine eight 
chadic languages (the underlined languages 
below), then go on to examine twenty five 
languages which are geographically and 
genetically not homogenous� in conclusion, 
Frajzyngier et al� (2002) propose a dichotomic 
typology in which all languages examined in 
their study are argued to fall into either of the 
following two types (asterisk indicates that 
further examination of examples is required):

•  Languages in which juxtaposition is 
only used for modification, and which 
have a copula word for the present tense 
equational clauses: French, english, 
mupun, gidar, Lele, drehu, mongolian, 
Quechua*, Siroi, and Limbu

•  Languages in which juxtaposition is only 
used for predication, and which do not 
have a copula word for the present tense 
equational clauses: hausa*, miya, mina, 
hdi, east dangla, Kanuri, Lango, Kisi, 
athpare, chinese*, classical chinese*, 
Japanese, Spoken Turkish, yidiny*, 
gooniyandi*, Kayardild, Tümpisa*, 
Lavukaleve, Written Polish, Spoken 
Polish*, Kilivila, and Pipil�

drawing on the fact that chadic languages 
belong to both types and that both types are 
found in diverse geographic areas, they claim 
that this typology is not geographically and 
genetically biased�

2.2.  Problems of previous works and 
claims of the present study

The present study argues against several 
claims and assumptions made by Frajzyngier 
et al� (2002)�
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First, the ‘modifying function’ in their 
sense is more precisely possessive function� 
although this may be intended to focus on two 
nPs and their relationship, it must be pointed 
out that possessive relation and predicative 
relation are substantially different in semantic 
nature� if, on the other hand, we take into 
account adjectival modification, the two 
functions are reasonably similar: [the [white 
flower]] vs� [the flower] [is white] (modifying 
function) (predicative function)�

These two have been traditionally 
commonly referred to as endocentric and 
exocentric structures in bloomfield’s sense, or 
nexus and junction in Jespersen’s sense� and it is 
this kind of semantic contrast that has been a 
central issue of linguistics� For this reason, the 
present paper focuses on adjectival modification 
and predication and their formal encodings�

The second problem of Frajzyngier et 
al� (2002) is their assumption that there is no 
language which employs a juxtaposition strategy 
for both modifying and predicative functions� in 
fact, there are such languages, as will be discussed 
later in this paper� Frajzyngier et al� (2002) argue 
that employing juxtaposition for both functions 
results in ambiguity and is therefore avoided in 
language� however, ambiguity can be avoided, if 
not completely, by several means to be noted in 
the following paragraph�

First, juxtaposing two nPs does not 
necessarily fail to mark grammatical relation 
of the two� For example, fixed word order 
may mark grammatical relation, as is the 
case in many SVo languages where word 
order marks grammatical relation of the nPs 
which are simply juxtaposed� Prosody may 
also help differentiate the functions of an 
otherwise identical structure�

Second, restrictiveness (or ‘referentiality’ 
in nishiyama’s 2003 terms) may play it is 
admitted that this method also has its problem: 
in languages where adjectival predication is

4 Shinjiro Kazama, Typological notes on 
copula constructions a role in disambiguation� 
restrictiveness here refers to a notion similar to 
definiteness� as an illustration, let us examine 

the following two examples of english 
copula sentences: mary’s husband is a teacher 
(proper inclusion) and mary’s husband is John 
(equation)� here, transposition of the copula 
subject and the copula complement results in 
an ungrammatical sentence in the case of 
proper inclusion (*a teacher is mary’s husband), 
but not in the case of equation (John is mary’s 
husband)� This ungrammaticality is explained as 
follows (see also nishiyama 2003): a and b in 
the copula sentence a is b must have a semantic 
relationship shown in either Figure 1 or 2�

now, let us consider two juxtaposed 
structures in an hypothetical language in 
which a copula word is not employed: (a) the 
white flower and (b) the flower white� These 
structures are not ambiguous if the language 
has a general syntactic rule whereby the 
preceding element modifies the following one, 
allowing us to interpret that (a) is modification 
and (b) is predication� it may still be argued 
that (a) can be interpreted as predication like 
‘White is the flower’ (emphasis) and (b) as 
modification like ‘flower’s whiteness’� however, 
these interpretations should be marked, and 
the default interpretations must be that (a) is 
modifying and (b) predicative� in (b), the definite 
article the plays an important role in controlling 
the restrictiveness of the word flower�

in what follows, i will show how word 
order and restrictiveness play a role in several 
languages�

3.  A cross-linguistic examination of 
the form of the copula sentence 
and the modifying structure

here i introduce two cover-terms for 
further discussion below: linker, which is 
used to construct an endocentric structure, and 
copula, which is used to construct an exocentric 
structure� cross-linguistically, these formatives 
may be independent words but may also be 
affixes or even a certain change in word form� 
Four types of languages can be predicted in 
terms of the presence (+) or absence (-) of these 
two formatives�
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i� Linker (-), copula (-)
ii� Linker (+), copula (-)
iii� Linker (-), copula (+)
iV� Linker (+), copula (+)
Particularly interesting are Type ii and iii 

languages� our prediction is that in an absolute 
Type ii language, where the presence of a 
linker marks an endocentric structure (thus 
encoding modification), simple juxtaposition 
will automatically mark an exocentric structure 
(thus encoding predication)� by contrast, in an 
absolute Type iii language, where the presence 
of a copula marks an exocentric structure, 
simple juxtaposition will automatically 
mark an endocentric structure� These should 
be, of course, two extremes in a continuum 
on which intermediate cases exist, where 
the presence of a linker and/or a copula is 
conditioned by complex factors in the same 
language�

in what follows, each type of language 
listed above will be examined in detail� as 
noted earlier, we will focus on the relationship 
between an adjectival word and a noun�

3.1. Type I language (– copula, – linker)
• mongolian: This language has a 

constituent order of modifier-modified, 
which means that simple juxtaposition can 
be interpreted as an endocentric structure� The 
adjectival word behaves like a nominal in this 
language�

(1) a� cənxər təngər
blue sky
b� təngər cənxər (baj-dag)�
sky blue coP-habiT
in (1b), the only interpretation is that 

of predication and not of modification like 
‘blueness of the sky’, due to the intonation 
superimposed on the words in question�

The following pair of examples shows that, 
whereas (2a) is ambiguous because of the word 
order and the problem of word class system 
(demonstratives and adjectives are subclass of 
the nominals), (2b) is not due to the fact that a 
demonstrative word is directly followed by a 
subject noun�

(2) a� ənə tom xot�
this (be) big city
‘this is a big city’ or ‘this big city’
b� ənə xot tom�
this city (be) big
‘this city is big�’
mongolian thus supports my hypothesis 

argued for in Section 2� This language does 
have a copula which appears in the past tense 
and/or in the negative� a nominal modifier is 
marked with the genitive case� according to a 
native speaker of mongolian who i consulted 
with, intonation plays a role in interpreting 
examples like (2)�

Frajzyngier et al� (2002) categorizes 
mongolian as a language which employs 
juxtaposition for modification but not for 
predication and which has a copula word�

They treat quantifying constructions such 
as xɯŋ bɯgədə (man/person total number)‘all 
people’ as examples of juxtaposition, and 
analyze yum (thing) and mɵŋ (just like that) 
as copula words� unfortunately, these analyses 
are based on atypical structures, so that these 
analyses cannot be argued to reflect the linguistic 
facts of mongolian�

it is admitted, however, that mongolian has 
several forms that function like a copula, such 
as bol, which derived from bol-bol (become-
condiTionaL), and n’, which derived from 
the third person pronoun� These copula-like 
words are similar to Japanese wa (Kazama 2003)�

• indonesian: in contrast to mongolian, this 
language has the constituent order of modified-
modifier� hence, juxtaposition can mark 
modification� The following examples illustrate 
this (ushie 1975)�

(3) hal penting
thing significant
‘significant thing’
(4) orang muda itu
person young that
‘That young person’
demonstrative or personal pronoun comes 

at the outmost of the modifying structure, 
thus marking the edge of this structure� 
This means that, if a noun phrase follows 
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these pronouns, then the adjacent two noun 
phrases form an exocentric (i� e� predicative) 
structure� This indonesian fact shows how a 
demonstrative pronoun serves as a historical 
source of the copula word� in addition to the 
edge marking function of pronouns, intonation 
serves as an important marker for this purpose�

(5) hal ini penting
thing this significant
‘This is a significant thing’ (noT ‘This 

significant thing’)
(6) orang itu muda
person that young
‘That person is young�’ (noT ‘That young 

person’)
(7) a� Pulpen ini
fountain�pen this
‘This fountain pen’
b� ini pulpen�
this fountain�pen
‘This is a fountain pen�’ (noT ‘This 

fountain pen’)
(8) ini orang utan�
this orangutan
‘This is an orangutan�’ (intonation based 

on Furihata (2005: 36))
as mentioned above, indonesian has the 

constituent order of modified-modifier, so that 
any number of modifiers can be put after the 
noun modified� Thus, it might appear that this 
language needs some kind of edge marking 
that marks the end of the noun phrase, such as 
a copula word� however, it is now clear that 
such a device is not necessarily crucial: that is, 
the restrictiveness of a noun phrase fed by a 
demonstrative pronoun does serve as an edge 
marker in relation to another noun phrase that 
follows�

if an adjective is preceded by a pronoun, 
these two do not form a single noun phrase, as 
shown in (9b)�

(9) a� ini penting�
this significant
‘This is significant�’
b� Penting ini�
significant this
‘This is significant�’

if a noun is followed by an adverb, they 
do not form a single phrase, thus resulting in 
an exocentric structure� indeed, an adverb is a 
common historical source of the copula word 
cross-linguistically�

(10) air sangat jernih
water very be�clear
‘The water is very clear�’
(11) besi amat keras
iron very hard
‘iron is very hard�’
Thus, the part of speech of a word that is 

adjacent to a noun is also an important aid in the 
distinction between endocentric and exocentric 
structuring�

in indonesian the copula is absent in 
principle, even though there are emphatic 
copular forms like adalah (‘have’ + the 
emphatic morpheme -lah) and ialah (‘3Sg’ + 
the emphatic morpheme -lah)� on the other 
hand, a relative word yang connects two words 
belonging to different phrases into one noun 
phrase, thus marking an endocentric structure� 
indonesian does not have articles; however, it 
has a third person suffix -nya, which functions 
crucially in forming phrases and clauses�

in summary, languages with no copula or 
linker have a fixed constituent order for the 
modifying structure, and in these languages 
restrictiveness and intonation play a significant 
role in marking a copula sentence�

3.2.  Type II language  
(+ linker, — copula)

• Tagalog: in an endocentric structure 
the linker connects two words� Word order 
here is free� There is no copula word in this 
language� in a predicative structure the word 
order is VS� The following examples (taken 
from moriguchi 1985: 40) illustrate these 
statements�

(12) magandá-ng babae
beautiful-LK woman
‘beautiful woman’
(13) babae-ng magandá
woman-LK beautiful
‘beautiful woman’
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(14) magandá ang babae�
beautiful that woman
‘That woman is beautiful�’
Since word order is free for the modifying 

structure, a linker must be used to mark 
which is modifier and which is modified� also, 
it is noted that the article is crucial in forming 
an exocentric structure given that there is no 
copula in this language�

• (egyptian) arabic: the constituent order 
for the modifying structure is modified-
modifier� also, the definite article within the 
modifying structure agrees with the head noun� 
The article is pronounced with the preceding 
word (the following examples come from 
Koike 1998)�

(15) wálad kibī´r
boy big
‘big boy’
(16) el -wálad _el -kibī´r
the boy the big
‘the big boy’
(17) el -wálad _el -kibī´r kaslā´n
the boy the big lazy
‘The big boy is a lazy person�’
(18) el -wálad _el -kibī´r _el -kaslā´n 

kaddā´b
the boy the big the lazy�person liar
‘The big lazy boy is a liar’
unlike indonesian and Tagalog, where an 

article marks an exocentric structure, arabic 
employs an article to mark an endocentric 
(modifying) structure, and the absence of an 
article marks discontinuity of the phrase (thus 
an exocentric structure)� in this language third 
person pronouns function like a copula (matsuda 
1988: 471)� The modifying structure in this 
kind of language is appositional in nature�

• russian: agreement in gender, number, 
and case is observed in an endocentric 
structure� Word order is remarkably flexible, 
so that it is impossible for word order 
to mark which is modifier and which is 
modified� There is no article, which means 
that it is impossible to have recourse to the 
manipulation of restrictiveness in order to mark 
(dis)continuity of Linguistic constituents� The 

following examples are from nakazawa (1991, 
transcription SK)�

(19) odin moj dobryj
one�man�Sg� m� nom my�Sg� m� nom 

kind�Sg� m� nom
drug uzna-l eto�
male�friend�Sg� nom realized-Sg� m� that
(20) odna moja dobraja
one�Sg� F� nom my�Sg� F� nom kind�

Sg� F� nom
podruga uzna-la eto�
f e m a l e � f r i e n d � S g �  n o m 

realized-Sg� F� nom that
agreement thus helps mark the modifying 

relationship being established between 
constituents, which may not necessarily be 
contiguous�

no copula is used in the present tense� 
adjectives, however, have a predicative form 
(short form), which indicates the predicative 
function of the adjective thus marked� 
intonation also plays an important role in the 
copula construction�

in summary, compensating for the lack 
of articles (and other devices to control 
restrictiveness) or a copula or a linker, 
agreement plays a crucial role in marking the 
modifying structure� as in the case of arabic, 
russian is a language in which each word 
shows mutual independence and juxtaposition 
of words mark an exocentric structure� This 
kind of language, however, has a system 
whereby agreement marks apposition and thus 
an endocentric structure�

• chinese: This language has the constituent 
order of modifier-modified� in the endocentric 
structure the word de is used� in a copula 
clause the copula shi may be used but optional� 
copula-less juxtaposition is usually used in the 
casual spoken language� according to a native 
speaker of chinese whom i consulted with, the 
copula may be omitted unless ambiguity (with 
possessive constructions, etc�) arises�

it might first appear that chinese is 
categorized as a language with a linker but not 
with a copula� however, de in the endocentric 
structure does not mark the modifying word but 
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nominalizes the preceding word, with the two 
words linked by de being appositional� Toudou 
and aihara (1985) explain this as follows:

consider the following examples: 鲜红的
花 xian1 hong2 de hua 最新的书 zui4 xin1 de 
shu1 The first expression denotes that 
among various flowers with various colors, the 
particular flower that the speaker is looking at 
belongs to a class of flowers which are red� 
Likewise, the second expression denotes that 
among various books which may be old or 
new, the particular book that the speaker is 
looking at belongs to a class of books which 
are newest� as we explained earlier, the word 
de is a nominalizer� Thus, the expressions 
“鲜红的 xian1 hong2 de” and “最新的 
zui4 xin1 de” are nominzalized expressions, 
which denote the membership of the larger 
groups denoted by the nouns that follow (i� e�“
花 hua1” and “书shu1”)� This convention is 
not uncommon in chinese� For example, “松 
song1” (pine)4 followed by “树 shu4” (tree) 
becomes “松树 song1 shu4” (pine tree), and 
“鲤 li3” (carp) followed by “鱼 yu2” (fish) 
becomes “鲤鱼 li3yu2” (carp)� each of these 
examples comprises the smaller group and the 
larger group� it is generally agreed that the 
word “的 de” designates proper inclusion, but 
this word only contributes to nominalization, 
and it is the general convention of the modifying 
relationship mentioned above that marks the 
modification between the two elements�

hence, word order is actually crucial in 
the modifying structure, in which the more 
restricted element precedes the less restricted 
one�

in this language, a numeral does not 
function as a modifier, as is expected from the 
above-mentioned account�

(21) 一个人 yi2 ge ren *一个的人 yi2 ge 
de ren

one cLF person
‘one person’
(22) 很多学生 hen3 duo1 xue2sheng *很

多的学生 hen3 duo1 de xue2sheng
hen many student ‘many students’ 

This is parallel to the restriction found in 

Japanese, whereby *ooi hito (be�numerous 
person) ‘ (intended meaning) many people’ 
is ungrammatical� unlike, say, ookii hito 
(be�big person), which denotes a particular 
person belonging to a class of people who 
are big, the ungrammatical expression does 
not denote particular people belonging to a 
group of people who are numerous� Linguistic 
typology tends to assume that the combination 
of a numeral and a noun is modification by the 
former of the latter just like the combination of 
an adjective and a noun; however, this is not 
necessarily valid cross-linguistically�

There is severe restriction on the 
predicative use of adjectives in chinese� 
That is, a degree adverb is usually required 
before the predicative adjective� The most 
common adverb of this kind is hen3, which 
does not really function as a degree adverb in 
thiscontext�

(23) 这 个 孩子 很 可爱。
zhei4 ge hai2zi hen3 ke3ai4
this cLF child hen be�lovely
‘This child is lovely�’
Without a degree adverb, the statement 

will be interpreted as a general statement or 
as a contrastive statement� chinese is often 
referred to as a topic-prominent language 
(Li and Thomposon 1976), which means that 
the sentence-initial phrase is interpreted as 
the topic of the sentence� Thus, unless this 
phrase is not actualized in some way or another, 
the statement is interpreted as a general or 
contrastive statement�

(24) 这 本 书 好， 还是 那 本 书 好？
zhei4 ben3 shu1 hao3 hai2shi 

nei4 ben3 shu1 hao3
this cLF book be�good or that cLF book 

be�good
‘Which is better, this book or that book?’
Linguistic Typology of the north 11
这 本 书 好。
this cLF book good
‘This book is better�’
hence, the adverb hen functions like a 

copula, in that it breaks up two successive noun 
phrases� it is a diachronic possibility, then, that 
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a degree adverb will be reanalyzed as a copula�
in general, chinese has a strict system of 

marking restrictiveness, in such a way that a 
concrete notion is marked by demonstratives or 
quantifiers� Therefore, the distinction between 
the endocentric and exocentric structures is 
made through the marking of restrictiveness 
and word order�

3.3.  Type III languages  
(– linker, + copula)

• english: This language mainly has the 
constituent order of modifier-modified, and 
uses a copula word in the exocentric structure�

(25) an/The interesting book ⇔ The 
book is interesting�

however, if the modifier consists of 
two or more words, the constituent order is 
of modified-modifier� in this language, 
number agreement is partially observed (e� g� 
the alternation of demonstratives such as 
this/these)�

Three devices play an important role in 
marking the distinction between the endocentric 
and exocentric structures: the article, which 
comes to phrase-initial position, the obligatory 
copula, and the constituent order of modifier-
modified�

3.4.  Type IV languages  
(+ linker, + copula)

Languages such as many native north 
amerindian languages, Korean, nivkh, and 
ainu have an inflecting verb-like adjective� in 
such languages the adjective is usually inflected 
for grammatical categories like tense and/or 
person� These languages have a copula by 
our definition of the copula� The endocentric 
structure involves a kind of relativization, 
which means that these languages have a linker 
as well�

in this section i first examine Persian, in 
which the adjective is nominal, then go on to 
examine Japanese, which has a verbal adjective� 
Finally i will examine eskimo and Koryak, two 
polysynthetic languages in which the adjectival 
morpheme is expressed as a bound morpheme�

• Persian: in the endocentric structure, 
ezafe, a kind of linker, is used� modified-
modifier is the unmarked constituent order� The 
following examples come from Kamei, Kono, 
and chino (eds�, 1996: 116) and okazaki 
(1982: 31)�

(26) xāne-ye bozorg-e qadīmī-ye qermez
house-eZF big-eZF old-eZF red
‘a big, old, and red house’
(27) īn gol sorx ast�
this flower red be�3Sg
‘This flower is red�’
(28) īn gol-e sorx ast�
this flower-eZF red be�3Sg
‘This is a red flower�’
comparison between (27) and (28) shows 

that the absence of ezafe is a positive marker of 
discontinuity between a noun and the adjective 
that follows� This language, however, does 
have a copula word�

• Japanese: in the endocentric structure 
the unmarked constituent order is modifier-
modified� The adjective as a modifier inflects 
to mark whether it is followed by a noun or 
another adjective or nothing�

(29) huru-kute aka-kute ooki-na ie
be�old-SeQ be�red-SeQ be�big-adn 

house
‘an old, red, and big house’
in the exocentric structure, the topic marker 

wa and the auxiliary verb desu also function 
like a copula together with the -i inflection of 
the predicative adjective

(30) sono ie wa huru-kute ooki-i�
that house ToP be�old-SeQ be�big-nPST
‘That house is old and big�’
Thus, adjectives in Japanese inflect, and 

are subsumed under the class called “yougen” 
(inflecting words) together with verbs�

in languages like Japanese, dependency 
(i� e� whether the predicate is in a main clause 
or in a dependent clause) as well as tense and 
mood are inflectional categories� Together 
with the rigid constituent order of modifier-
modified, this inflectional marking helps 
distinguish between the endocentric and 
exocentric structure�
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The copulas da/desu (or their variant 
forms) show dialectal variation in terms of its 
obligatoriliness and co-occurrence restriction� 
Thus in the Kyushu dialects the copula is not 
used at all, whereas in dialects of central Japan 
such as the nagano dialect, the copula may 
follow a verb� on the other hand, it is safe to 
say that the topic marker wa or other forms 
with the same function exist in all dialects� in 
Japanese linguistics, it has often been pointed 
out that the topic marker wa functions to divide 
and combine elements (nishiyama 2003: 
357), and this dual function is evident in the 
copulas in different languages examined so 
far� To be more precise, the function of the 
copula is to syntactically divide elements and 
to combine elements in information-structure�

Japanese has other forms that function like 
the topic marker wa: nara ‘if, speaking of’ and 
tte ‘speaking of’� The functional difference 
between these forms is a topic of further 
research� it is noted that nara is historically 
derived from the conditional form of the verb 
naru ‘become’�

• eskimo: The following description and 
examples come from miyaoka (1978: 64–75), 
with an orthographic adjustment� in eskimo, 
the adjectival word is basically encoded as 
a verb� a noun is modified by an adjective in 
the following two ways�

a� using lexical suffixes: Lexical suffixes are 
etymologically unrelated to independent words 
that have a similar meaning� Thus, in the following 
examples, the adjectival concept ‘big’ is expressed 
as a lexical affix in (31) or as an independent 
word in (34), but these forms are not similar� The 
same holds true for the pair (32) and (35) both of 
which express the concept ‘small’�

b� using analytic expressions with an 
appositional structure� here, the appositional 
head noun and modifying adjective agree in case 
and number� The adjective is transformed into 
a noun (with the affix -lria), except for ‘new 
(one)’ and ‘old (one)’, which are not subject to 
nominalization�

[a]
(31) qayar-pak-ø

kayak-be�big-abS�Sg
‘a big kayak’
(32) qayaa-cuarr-ø
kayak-be�small-abS�Sg
‘a small kayak’
[b]
(33) nutaaraq-ø qayaq-ø
new�one-abS�Sg kayak-abS�Sg
‘a new kayak’
according to native speakers of eskimo, if 

strategy b is used where strategy a is
appropriate, the expression will sound 

childish or foreign�
(34)??ange-lria-ø qayaq-ø
be�big-nLZ-abS�Sg kayak-abS�Sg
(35)??mike-lria-ø qayaq-ø
be�small-nLZ-abS�Sg kayak-abS�Sg
in the case of the exocentric structure, the 

adjective inflects for tense and person
just like verbs�
(36) una qayaq-ø mikk-uq�
this kayak-abS�Sg be�small-3Sg� PrS
‘This kayak is small�’
a noun is verbalized when it is used as a 

predicate�
in many languages, some property 

concepts like ‘big’ and ‘small’, ‘close’ and 
‘estranged’ may be expressed by bound 
morphemes (e� g� diminutive affixes and 
augmentative affixes) rather than independent 
words� These concepts are usually more 
compatible with nouns than other property 
concepts�

• Koryak: The following description and 
examples are based on Kurebito (1997: 10, 
16) and Kurebito (p� c�)� This language has two 
ways of noun modification�

a� one or more modifying elements 
(which may be a noun stem, adjective stem, 
verb stem, or adverb stem) are incorporated as 
part of the modified noun word�

b� an analytic expression in which the 
modifier and the modified noun (which agree in 
number) occur in a noun phrase�

[a]
(37) mejŋ-ə-wejem-ti
big-ePn-river-abS�du
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‘two big rivers’
[b]
(38) n-ə-mejə-ŋ-qine-t wejem-ti
Pred-ePn-b ig -ePn-Pred-3du 

river-du
‘two big rivers’
Strategy a might first appear to be similar 

to the Strategy a of eskimo� however, 
whereas in eskimo the adjectival morpheme is 
a lexical affix which is etymologically 
distinct from the corresponding independent 
word, in Koryak it is an independent word 
that is compounded with a noun� When an 
adjective occurs without a modified noun, 
it is used as a predicate, inflecting for number 
and person�

3.5. Summary of this section
in this section i will summarize formal 

characteristics of copulas and linkers in the 
diverse languages examined above�

in Type i languages, where there is no linker 
or copula, the constituent order is basically 
rigid, and intonation plays an important role� 
in the other types of languages, in which the 
copula and/or the linker exists, the following 
generalizations can be made�

in languages where the copula is not 
extensively used, several devices to mark 
discontinuity are used: personal particle (e� g� 
mongolian), demonstrative (e� g� indonesian), 
degree adverb (e� g� chinese), etc� These 
devices are potential sources for the copula� 
The concept of restrictiveness is crucial in 
analyzing why these devices help mark 
discontinuity�

on the other hand, the linker is found in 
many languages and in various forms: 
the linker in Tagalog, ezafe in Persian, 
adnominal in Japanese, agreement of 
articles in arabic, gender-number-case 
agreement in russian, lexical affixes in 
eskimo, and incorporation in Koryak� 
These various ways of marking noun 
modification fall into those languages that 
employ agreement and apposition (russian 
and arabic) and others�

indonesian and Persian are two 
extremes in terms of the use of juxtaposition� 
That is, in indonesian juxtaposition marks 
modification, whereas in Persian it marks 
exocentric structure, and uses ezafe to mark 
endocentric structure�

4. Conclusion

Language is constrained by the principle 
of linearity, whereby linguistic elements must 
be arranged in the linear order� Therefore, 
every language has ways to mark continuity 
and discontinuity in terms of phrase structure� 
many languages have a rigid constituent 
order whereby continuity and discontinuity 
can be distinguished� From the perspective 
of information structure, some languages 
have a system in which constituent order is 
rigid in terms of restrictiveness or in which 
articles play a role in marking continuity and 
discontinuity�

Whereas there are vast studies on verbal 
predicates and verbal categories, there are much 
less studies on copula sentences and their related 
phenomena� This is partly because the copula is 
a subclass of verb in well-known european 
languages such as english, which leads to 
overlooking other languages where the copula 
does not exist or is expressed in other forms� 
Focusing on the constraint of linearity and the 
marking of continuity and discontinuity, we need 
to re-examine this hitherto poorly explored area 
of linguistic typology� in doing so, it is necessary 
to pay attention to the modifying structure and 
the possessive structure, and the place of the 
copula construction within the entire system of 
the language�

We also need to pay attention to those 
languages which have two kinds of copula: 
hawaiian (specific/non-specific, see Shibata 
1992: 342), Spanish (based on aspectual 
differences, see Terasaki 1998: 115), Thai 
and cambodian (based on referentiality, see 
mikami 1985)� it is also an important future 
research topic to examine the topicalization 
phenomena in various languages�
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1, 2, 3 (1st person, 2nd person, 3rd person) 
adn(ominaL)
cLF (cLaSSiFier)
coP(uLa)
du(aL)
ePn (ePenTheTic VoWeL)
eZF (eZaFe)
F(eminine)
habiT(uaL)
LK (LinKer)

m(aSucLine)
n(euTer)
nLZ (nominaLiZer)
nom(inaTiVe)
nPST (nonPaST)
PL(uraL)
PrS(enT)
SeQ(uenTiaL)
Sg (SinguLar)
ToP(ic)
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литературоВедеНие

к  ВоПРоСУ  националЬноЙ  
концеПТоСФеРЫ  В.  ТаТаРоВоЙ

Воронина Н. В.

Художественные тексты В. К. татаровой насыщены национальными образами 
и символами, что позволяет рассмотреть ее творчество в новом аспекте — лингво-
культурологии, т. е. сквозь призму концептов. В статье проанализирован основопо-
лагающий постулат традиционного мировоззрения хакасов — концепт «предки».
Ключевые слова: концепт, национальная концептосфера, поэтика.

удк 821�161�1

в� е� Хализев отмечает полифоничность 
культуры человечества, он утверждает, что 
«каждой национальной культуре с ее само-
бытными чертами принадлежит роль опре-
деленного инструмента, необходимого для 
полноценного звучания оркестра»1� в этой 
связи необходимо сказать о хакасской тради-
ционной культуре, красота, богатство и уни-
кальность которой нашли свое воплощение 
в творчестве хакасского поэта и прозаика 
в� к� татаровой: сборник повестей «крик 
турпана» (1993), сборник стихов «брусника 
на ладони» (1995), поэтическая этнология 
«белая волчица» (2006, в 2007 году пере-
изданная)�

некоторые вопросы литературовед-
ческого и культурологического характера 
самобытной поэтики художественного мира 
в� татаровой уже рассматривались в наших 
статьях2�

Художественный текст в� татаровой, 
представляющий «сгусток» националь-
ных образов и символов, позволяет сказать 
о его концептуальности, о возможности 
продолжить линию исследования творче-
ства современного автора с точки зрения 
лингвокультурологии — перспективного 
направления в лингвистике, базовым поня-
тием которого является концепт�

еще в 1928 году с� а� аскольдов-алексеев 
дал определение концепту как мысленному 

образованию, выполняющему замести-
тельную функцию в мыслительной деятель-
ности человека� концепт «замещает нам 
в процессе мысли неопределенное множе-
ство предметов одного и того же рода»3�

термин «концептосфера» был вве-
ден в отечественной науке академиком 
д� с� лихачевым� по его определению, кон-
цептосфера — это совокупность концептов 
нации, она образована всеми потенциями 
концептов носителей языка� концептос-
фера народа шире семантической сферы, 
представленной значениями слов языка, 
«… чем богаче вся культура нации — ее 
литература, фольклор, наука, изобрази-
тельное искусство», тем богаче концеп-
тосфера народа, «она соотносима со всем 
историческим опытом нации и религией 
особенно»4�

и концепты, и, соответственно, кон-
цептосфера — сущности ментальные, 
ненаблюдаемые� современные научные 
данные убедительно подтверждают реаль-
ность существования концептосферы и кон-
цептов, а именно реальность мышления, 
не опирающегося на слова�

по нашим наблюдениям, художествен-
ный текст в� татаровой репрезентирует 
ментальную реальность культуры нации, 
а именно концептуальную структуру, состав-
ляющими которой являются национальные 


